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The AMSU-A receiver subsystem comprises two separated receiver assemblies;
AMSU-A1 and AMSU-A2 (P/N 1356441-1). The AMSU-A1 receiver contains 13
channels and the AMSU-A2 receiver 2 channels. The AMSU-A1 receiver assembly is
further divided into two parts; AMSU-AI-1 (P/N 1356429-1) and AMSU-A1-2
(P/N 1356409-1), which contain 9 and 4 channels, respectively. Figures 1 and 2
illustrate the functional block diagrams of the AMSU-A1 and AMSU-A2 receivers.
The AMSU-A receiver subsystem stands in between the antenna and signal processing
subsystems of the AMSU-A instrument and comprises the RF and IF components from
isolators to attenuators as shown in Figures 1 and 2. It receives the RF signals from the
antenna subsystem, down-converts the RF signals to IF signals, amplifies and defines the
IF signals to proper power level and frequency bandwidth as specified for each channel,
and inputs the IF signals to the signal processing subsystem.
The test reports for the METSAT AMSU-A receiver subsystem are prepared separately
for the A1 and A2 receivers so that each receiver stands alone during integration of
instruments into the spacecraft. This test report presents the test data of the METSAT
AMSU-A2 Flight Model No. 2 (FM-2) receiver. The tests are performed per the
Acceptance Test Procedure for the AMSU-A Receiver Subsystem, AE-26002/6A. The
functional performance tests are conducted either at the component or subsystem level.
While the component-level tests are performed over the entire operating temperature
range predicted by thermal analysis, the subsystem-level tests are conducted at ambient
temperature only.
2.0 REASON FOR TEST
The Acceptance Test Procedure for the AMSU-A Receiver Subsystem, AE-26002/6A,
is prepared to describe in detail the configuration of the test setups and how the tests are
to be conducted to verify that the receiver subsystem meets the specifications as required
either in the AMSU-A Instrument Performance and Operation Specification, S-480-80, or
in AMSU-A Receiver Subsystem Specification, AE-26608, derived by the Aerojet
System Engineering. Test results that verify the conformance to the specifications
demonstrates the acceptability of that particular receiver.
3.0 ACCEPTANCE TEST
The acceptance tests for the AMSU-A receiver subsystem are performed either at the
component or subsystem level. The component-level tests are conducted per the
Acceptance Test Procedure of each component at supplier's facilities. The subsystem-
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The component-level tests include the center frequency, center frequency stability,
bandpass characteristics, gain stability, and gain compression. Although the bandpass
characteristics can change slightly in subsystem level, these performance are mainly
dependent on the component characteristics. The subsystem-level tests include the
center frequency, IF output power, bandpass characteristics, noise figure, noise power
stability, and the tunable short test.
The subsystem-level tests are performed on the AMSU-A2 receiver. However, since
the diplexer of the AMSU-A2 system is inseparably integrated to the receiver, the
acceptance tests are conducted with the feedhorn directly connected to the diplexer that
precedes the receiver. These tests are performed at room ambient temperature only.
Wire connections between the D-sub connectors and platinum resistance temperature
(PRT) sensors and thermistors, and D-sub connector and survival heaters through the
thermal switches are verified by measuring either the resistances between the respective
two pins or the voltages across the two respective pins. The component bias voltages are
verified by measuring the voltages across the two respective banana jacks of the breakout
box that are connected to corresponding pins of the D-sub connector.
A marginal noise figure of 4.39dB was measured for the channel 1 against the
specification of 4.5dB. Channel 1 had employed the mixer/IF amplifier, S/N:7A01, the
same unit which failed in the EOS AMSU-A2 receiver testing since no other unit was
available at the time of test. Because of this marginal performance, the noise figure of
the unit was measured over the operating temperature range. The noise figure was
improved to 4.42dB at +40°C but degraded to 5.5dB at -5°C resulting in an out-of-
specification condition. This anomaly is addressed in F/AR No. 090. The unit
(S/N: 7A01) was subsequently replaced by another (S/N: 7A21). With the replaced
mixer/IF amplifier, the pre-detection IF output power was measured to be -27.19dB, a
slight decrease from -26.86dB. The noise figure was improved to 3.96 dB. The test
data for the 3dB bandpass characteristic, noise figure and noise stability are included in
the test report.
Tunable short tests were not performed as they were performed on previous EOS
AMSU-A2 receiver.
4.0 ORGANIZATION OF TEST DATA
The test data are organized in the following formats. The test data obtained at the
component level are first summarized for each category for all applicable receiver
channels. The bandpass characteristics of the filters are summarized only for the data
measured at mid-temperature. Supporting component test data over the operating
temperature range then follows the summaries. The subsystem-level test data then
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follows the component test clata. Test data recorded in th_ test sheet as prepared in the
Acceptance Test Procedure and related test plots are included in this test report.
5.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Marginal noise figure was measured for channel 1 at room ambient temperature and the
noise figure was degraded at low temperature extreme of-5*C. The same mixer/IF
ampli tier/S/N: 7A01) had performed poorly in previous EOS AMSU-A2 receiver testing
and consequently returned to the supplier for rework. We suspect that the poor noise
figure perlbrmance is due to different impedance matching at the RF port of the mixer.
With the channel 1 mixer/If: amplifier replaced by another (S/N: 7A21), the METSAT
AMS U-A2 FM-2 receiver subsystem successfully passed all performance requirements
and "_vas delivered to the System Engineering for system integration and test. The test
data indicated adequate margins for all performance specifications.
Only limited trouble-shooting was allowed for the flight hardware with tight delivery
sched u le. Lack of similar hardware has thus far limited us from conducting sufficient
trouble-shooting and subsequent root-cause analyses on above-mentioned anomaly.
6.0 TEST DATA
In the following, the component and subsystem-level test data are organized as
delineated in Paragraph 4.0.
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* Based on accelerated life-test data of DROs.
Channel 1 LO





TEST DATA SHEET 7.2
FU_'NCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
FINAL DATA SET
LITTON TYPE LS k' qbo# _F
SERIAL NUMBER: ,t_5"oo 2.. QUAL TEST 1/
V










RF Output Power, PTnom
Frequency Setting Accuracy,
Afs(= fTnom-Fo)









Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.3
Measurement at 9.5 VDC or at q.5 VDC
Temperature t-7.t3 °C
Input Voltage to VDC
Input Current C_q mA
Frequency, fracas __3=,J_2.. GHz
RF Output Power, Pmeas r_. E, dBm
Table IIIB




12 to 17 dBm
Measurement at 10.5 VDC or at IO. 5 VDC
Temperature 1"7,t_ °C
Input Voltage p0.5 VDC
Input Current _;q mA
Frequency, fracas _ GHz
RF Output Power, Pmeas l_.& dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = frm_- fTn,m,
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at
Afv at 10.5 VDC or at
Table IIIB
10.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.3
Table HIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
-- 7J
VDC = "4",ol MI-Iz
VDC= 4-,ol MHz
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, APv = Pm_ - PTnom,
APv at 9.5 VDC or at
APv at 10.5 VDC or at
£
VDC = _ dB
VDC= "7¢ dB
". Accept t/" Reject
. Test Performed by _ Date 11_ Iq.--_'7__
Litton QA _ _[_)A. ] Date N0V 2 5 _l_t
iCOOEIOENTNOI I I IS" ET3'OF6''6,4, n '300,2, B'
LITTON / SOLID STATE DIVISION / 3251 OLCOTT ST / SANTA CLARA, CA 95054

















TEST DATA SHEET 7.3
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET J
LITTON TYPE LS K qbo¢ (-.7:;
SERIAL NUMBER: ,_,.5"oo 2 QUAL TEST
Temperature Testing at T = 10°C, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.1
,1,"














• &q W DC
:z_.ms_ GHz
14.t_ dBm





12 to 17 dBm:
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.1










_;3. _:o ) ? ? GHz
it+q dBm .
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2c
Table IIIB
• Table IIIB ;
• 12 to 17 dBm





RF Output Power, Pmeas
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv=-_- flo*c_ - : _ :
Af v at 9.5 VDC or at VDC = 4. o /
Af v at 10.5 VDC or at VDe = -_, ¢_/
Af T at 10.0 VDC (--fi0,c-fr__ = -/ I, a6
, _._ °C Table IIIB
: VlX: "-
..... " -:& .... - . " 10.5 :VDC or Pare. 5.2.3.3
- :_ 1>_"_:):;._GH_i:iii:_i: ...! :.- .: Table HIB




Calculate RF Output Power Variation, APv = Pmeas " Pl0*c::
AP v at 9.5 VDC or at VDC = c_,
APv at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =





Test Performed by _ Date I) - 19- 97-
Litton Q.A. /t__ _ Date NOV 2 5 18_l
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TEST DATA SHEET 7.4
FU_'NCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET
.
':, LITTON TYPE LS K q6oq- CF-
i i SERIAL NUMBER: _S"g9o2._ QUAL TEST v/
i: Temperature Extreme Testing at Tmin, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.2
SPECIFICATION




• Input Power, Pdiss
Frequency, fTmin
RF Output Power, PTmin
AESD 1336610- I
ACCEPT TEST
MEASUREMENT AT Tmin + 1°C LIMIT
- _. _, °C Table IIIB
I o VDC 10.0 _+0.2 VDC
(_,_ mA Table IIIB
• _'a W DC Pdiss max
2_._ex__,_. GHz Table IIIB
|q.% dBm 12 to 17 dBm"
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.2





RF Output Power, Pmeas
,=1.5" VDC
- 5", _ °C Table IIIB
t_a _r el. 5 VDC 9.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.2
_, _ mA Table IIIB
GHz Table IIIB
t _ ._, dBm 12 to 17 dBm
Measurement at 10.5 VDC or at _ VDC
Temperature _ 5.% °C Table IIIB
Input Voltage _._' VDC 10.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.3
Input Current a 8 mA Table IIIB
Frequency, fracas _ GI-Iz Table IIIB
RF Output Power, Pmeas |q"9, dBm 12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Zkfv = f== - fTmin"
Af v at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
kf v at 10.5 VDC or at - -" VDC =
. Af T at I0.0 VDC (----fTmin'frnom)
Calculate RE Output Power Variation, APv =Pnms - Prmha:
: i ZXPv at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
AP v at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =
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TEST DATA SHEET 7.5
Fb_CTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET J
LITTON TYPE LS /_ c?6a _
SERIAL NUMBER: 8ff-o _ 9.._ QUAL TEST v /
AESD 1336610- !
ACCEPT TEST
Temperature Testing at T=30°C, Re£ Test Para. 5.2.5.3
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT T=30 ° ±I°C LIMIT













30 ° 4- l°C




12 to 17 dBm.
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.3










2._.7 q ,_ _5 GH.z
tt_.c_5- dBm
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm













10.5 VDC or Pare. 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = fm=s - f30"c:
Af v at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
Afv at 10.5 VDC or at _ -_ VDC =
AfT at 10.0 VDC (_----'f30q3"fT.o=) =
--,o:7- MI-Iz
-/.o4 MHz
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, APv = Pmas - P30*c::
APv at 9.5 VDC or at VDC = ¢( dB
APv at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =
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TEST DATA SHEET 7.6
FDkNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET J
LITTON TYPE LS /{ @604 _:
SERIAL NUMBER: g E-o o')...-. QUAL TEST ,.t'
AESD 1336610- /
ACCEPT TEST
Temperature Extreme Testing at Tmax, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.4
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tmax ± 1°C LIMIT













Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Re£ Test Para 5.2.5.4

















12 to 17 dBm.
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm













10.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.3
Table IIiB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = f_ - f'rn=x:
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
Af v at 10.5 VDC or at V'DC =




Calculate RF Output Power Variation, AP v = Pine= " PTnom:
APv at 9.5 VDC or at VDC = _ dB
AP v at 10.5 VDC or at VDC = c/ clB














TEST DATA SHEET 7.7
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET v"
LITTON TYPE LS K q6Oq C3_
SERIAL NUMBER: ,_$'-0o..2
AESD 1336610- !
QUAL TEST V / ACCEPTTEST
Power Supply Immunity. Ref. Test Para. 5.2.4
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tnom± I °C LIMIT
Initial Measurement
Temperature t-/, _; °C
Input Voltage Io VDC
Input Current _':1 mA
Input Power 6_ W DC
Frequency (fTnom) _ GHz
RF Output Power I t4 .¢_ dBm
Frequency Setting Accuracy, Afs (= fr,om-Fo) a t • _,_. MHz
Table IIIB




12 to 17 dBm
Performance After Short Circuit on Power Supply: Ref Test Para 5.2.4.2
Input Voltage I O VDC
Input Current C_¢7 mA
Input Power , _,_ W I)(2
Frequency _ GHz
RE Output Power 1%, _, dBm
Over Voltage: RefTest Para 5.2.4.3
Overvoltage Input Voltage VDC
Performance After Input Overvoltage
Input Voltage ! 0 VDC
Input Current 6q mA
Input Power ,& q W DC
Frequency _ GHz
RF Output Power It+. (a dBm




12 to 17 dBm
+28V




12 to 17 dBm
Reverse Polarity_: RefTest Para 522.4.4
Reverse Input Voltage
Performance After Reve .r_ Input _7oltage
-I(_ VDC -10.0 ± 0.2 VDC
Input Voltage tO VDC
Input Current _gc I mA
Input Power . (_ _ W DC
Frequency, fTaom _ GHz
RF Output Power I_,, G dBm
FrequenCy Setting Accuracy, Afs (= fTe,m'F,) "t', _ 7 MHz
Accept If Reject




12 to 17 dBm
Test Performed by 12O"Aw'"N Date I I _ I_- ,ct-/






TEST DATA SHEET 7.23B
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET
LITTON TYPE LS
SERIAL NUMBER:
V,, '_,oq C7:: "
8_Oo _- QUAL TEST tf
Frequency Pulling and Load VSWR 2.5:1 max. all phases. RefTest Para. 5.9
TEST DESCRIPTION
Output Open and Short. Ref. Test Para. 5.9.5
Temperature &_ .7 °C
Frequency: _ GHz
RF Output Power: It_.c_ dBm
Input Voltage tO VDC








12 to 17 dBm
10 4- 0.2 VDC
Table IIIB
No Damage or Degradation
_[ i I
/
Calculate maximum Frequency Accuracy (both positive and negative),
Afa¢¢ = Af s (Use worst-case ,Ms from 7.2, 7.7, and 7.22A) + Af n (from 7.22A) + Af L (from 7.23A):
Maximum Afa¢c = -1" I. o _" MI-Iz (Positive) Table IIIB
-- • _ _- MHz (Negative) Table IIIB
Calculate maximum Short-term Frequency Stability (both positive and negative),
Afv+v = Afv + ,Mr (Use worst-case _fv and ,Mr from 7.2 thru 7.6):
Maximum ,Mv+'r = -i- _5,¢4"_ MHz (Positive) Table IIIB
-- ?_, 5"(o MHz (Negative) Table IIIB
Calculate maximum overall RF Output Power Stability (both positive and negative),
APov = APv + APT (Use worst-case APv and APT from 7.2 thru 7.6) + AP H (from 7.22A) + AP u (from 7.23A):
.m ._:
Maximum APov = 5-, "_ dB (Positive) 1.0 dB







Oa4 _ Dam ll-_-q_
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LITTON
Solid State
TEST DATA SHEET 7.2
FL,rNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET t/
LITTON TYPE LS A _¢o5_ CF:
SERIAL NUMBER: _-o _ QUAL TEST
AESD 1336610- _-
ACCEPT TEST tf
Basic Electrical Test: Ref. Test Para. 5.2.2
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tnom ±I°C LIMIT






RF Output Power, PTnom
Frequency Setting Accuracy,
3fs (= fTnom-Fo)
C7-'_ °C "Table IIIB
to. o VDC I0.0 _+0.2 VDC
i _ mA Table IIIB
1, _ W DC : Pdiss max
"_x, _ qc/_t_ GHz Table IIIB
q .(0 dBm 12 to 17 dBm
-- _..r..o MHz
i
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.3





RF Output Power, Pmeas
VDC
I'1 •2.-- oC Table IIIB
q ,_S- VDC 9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
I :z-_ mA Table IIIB
"_(,--5a_ t_o_.GHz Table IIIB
[4._ dBm 12 to 17dBm





RF Output Power, Prom
VDC
-1 ,'z-- oC Table IIIB
1o. _- VDC 10.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.3
( "z_- mA Table IIIB
_,-_ff_ qt:_Hz .. Table Ili]3
tor,_ dBm " 12 to 17 dBm
i/ i!
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = f_- frnom,
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
Afv at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =
-i-. ooq MHz
_. o,_'3 MHz
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, M'v = Prae_ - PTnom,
APv at 9.5 VDC or at




Test Performed by _ Date I I - "2-0-q "_"
.ii: Litton QA _i£_ / Date
UTTON/SOLIDSTATED,VIS,O /3:5XOLCOrrST/S ' TA CA95054
LITTON
Solid State
TEST DATA SHEFT 7.3
FL,rNCTIONAL PERFO_MA'NCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET j,
LITTON TYPE LS k, _%_3S- _:F-
SERIAL NUMBER: ,,_._Z--ooc_ QUAL TEST
AESD 1336610-
ACCEPT TEST v"
Temperature Testing at T= 10°C, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.1
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT T=I 0 ° ± I °C LIMIT






RF Output Power. Pl0oc
(o ,3 °C
/o. o VDC
: __,f' ' mA
/. 2_' W DC
?[, ?_7_ GHz
/z/..'7 dBm
10 ° ± I°C




12 to 17 dBrr_
Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.1










f, 3 9q 7sT'GI-IZ
/#, 7 dBm
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm









-" .......:= .... , I__. - mA..
_., _...- _f, 3_f7_2 GI-Iz:.
":+,. - " t+/, T dBiii:
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = f=_- ft0*c:
Af v at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
Af v at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =





10.5 VDC or Par& 5.2.3.3
TablO:IIm
Table IIIB
.;."[ 12 to 17 dBm
%
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, APv = Pro,.= - PI0°c::
AP v at 9.5 VDC or at VDC = _,
APv at 10.5 VDC or at VDC = 4_




Accept v / Reject
Test Performed by
Litton Q.A.
! CODE IDENT NO.
0__ Date I (- _t..- qt 7Date .......
NUMBER [ REV56348 1300823
LITTON / SOLID STATE DIVISION / 3251 OLCOTT ST / SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
LITTON
i : (if _
:',i_ i_,:i_
Solid State
TEST DATA SHEET 7.4
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET t/
LITTON TYPE LS ,4 q6_,S- eS"ff
SERIAL NUMBER: _.5-oo 7 QUAL TEST
AESD 1336610- z
ACCEPT TEST
Temperature Extreme Testing at Tmin, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.2
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tmin ± 1°C LIMIT


















12 to 17 dBm'"
Frequency and RF Output





RE Output Power, Pmeas
Power Variation With
VDC







9.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm












10.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate Frequency Variation, Afv = frne_ - frmin:
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
Af v at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =
Af T at 10.0 VDC (-----fTmia'fraom)
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, AP v = Pm_ - PTmiai
APv at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
AP v at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =






cept ,/ Reject"Test Performed by Date t_l-aa -,:1-7
Litton Q.A. _'_"d']"..... Date __
iCOOEIOENT"'O"I S 'EI IS  T40OF6856348A B,
LITTON / SOLID STATE DIVISION/3251 OLCOTT ST / SANTA CLARA, CA 95054
!





• TEST DATA SHEE_T 7.5
FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET
LITTON TYPE LS A q(_:_S C'_
SERIAL NUMBER: 2_-o_ _ QUAL TEST






SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT T=30 ° ± 1°C












Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.3













30 ° ± l°C




12 to 17 dBm:
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm .












Calculate Frequency Variation, &fv = ftBe_- f30*c:
Afv at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
Afv at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =







10.5 VDC or Para. 5.2.3.3
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, &Pv = Pm_ " P3o*c::
AP v at 9.5 VDC or at VDC = ,_
&Pv at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =
APT at. 10.0 VDC (=P30*c "Prnon0 = "_- /
Test Performed by f?_./Ln_. _
Litton Q.A.





Accept v / Reject
Date (/-_ - q
Date NOV _ "5 1987
NUMBER REV 41 OF 68
1300823 B3




TEST DATA SHEI_T 7.6
FbI'NCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET w"
LITTON TYPE LS A q[_ _F
SERIAL NUMBER: _._7-o_ QUAL TEST
AESD 1336610- 2..
ACCEPT TEST t./
Temperature Extreme Testing at Tmax, Ref. Test Para. 5.2.5.4
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tmax 4-1°C LIMIT












Frequency and RF Output Power Variation With Voltage, Ref. Test Para 5.2.5.4

















RF Output Power, Pmcas
Calculate Frequency Variation, _fv = f_ - fTrt=:
Af v at 9.5 VDC or at VDC =
Af v at 10.5 VDC or at VDC =









- _. / q6t MHz
Table IIIB




12 to 17 dBm
Table IIIB
9.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.2
Table IIIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Table IIIB
10.5 VDC or Para 5.2.3.3
Table HIB
Table IIIB
12 to 17 dBm
Calculate RF Output Power Variation, APv = Pm¢=- Prnom: /
APv at 9.5 VDC or at " VDC =
AP v at 10.5 VDC or at VDC = ?








[CODEIDENTNO" I SIZE I NUMBER I REV [SI-_I_T 42 OF6856348 A 1300823 B3







TEST DATA SHEET 7.7
FU,_CTIONAL PEtLFORMA_CE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET v"
LITTON TYPE LS A q_,BS'C."_"
SERIAL NUMBER: _7-_z_ _
AESD 1336610- 2..
QUAL TEST ACCEPT TEST t/
Power Supply Immunib'. Ref. Test Para. 5.2.4
SPECIFICATION MEASUREMENT AT Tnom ± I°C LIMIT
Initial Measurement
Temperature 17. I °C
Input Voltage . Io VDC
Input Current J :2 _._6 _ mA
Input Power I. 9_'g W DC
Frequency fir,=,) _1,5 cict "57 GHz
RS Output Power IL+. _E- dBm






12 to 17 dBm
Performance After Short Circuit on Power Supply: RefTest Para 5.2.4.2
Input Voltage lo VDC
Input Current ! 2g.5" mA
Input Power I.2 _ W DC
Frequency _st._ct,_ Z_¢, GHz
RF Output Power 1_-q,5 dBm
Qver Voltage: RefTest Para 5.2.4.3





12 to 17 dBm
+28V
Performance After Input Overvoltage
Input Voltage Io VDC
Input Current I-9-% S- mA
Input Power _._ W DC
Frequency _1. ::_::/c:i':_,_ GHz





12 to 17 dBm
Reverse Polarity: RefTest Para 5.2.4.4
Reverse Input Voltage - _o VDC -10.0 ± 0.2 VDC
Performance After Reverse Input Voltage
I o VDCInput Voltage
Input Cmrent In_,._ mA
Input Power I. _ W IX:
Frequency, fr,_ _ GHz
RF Output Power Iq" 0-_" dBm





12 to 17 dBm
Accept _ Reject . • .
Test Performed by _-4.t__X . Date i!_-_.9.1t-_ 7_---/ ,-
Litton Q.A. _ _-_ ] - Date nOV c _,
LITTON
Solid State
TEST DATA SHEET 7.23B
FL_rCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TESTS
INITIAL DATA SET FINAL DATA SET
/
V
LITTON TYPE LS & q_'33- C'_
SERIAL NUMBER: 9S-o c>9 QUAL TEST
AESD 1336610-
ACCEPT TEST t/"
Frequency Pulling and Load VSWR 2.5:1 max. all phases. RefTest Para. 5.9
TEST DESCRIPTION LIMITS




Output Open and Short. Ref. Test Para. 5.9.5
Temperature _'2., t-I- °C
Frequency: "_ ,_¢_-/_ GHz
RF Output Power: It-t-._ dBm
Input Voltage (o. _ VDC




12 to 17 dBm
104- 0.2 VDC
Table IIIB
No Damage or Degradation
Calculate maximum Frequency Accuracy (both positive and negative),
Afacc = Af s (Use worst-case Af s from 7.2, 7.7, and 7.22A) + zM"H (from 7.22A) + Af L (from 7.23A):
Maximum Afac c = "1- • o "2. MHz (Positive) Table IIIB
_, _,_- t_ MHz (Negative) Table IIIB
Calculate maximum Short-term Frequency Stability (both positive and negative),
zXfv+-r= Afv + Z_fv(Use worst-case Zkfv and ZkfT from 7.2 thru 7.6):
Maximum ZXfv+-r= -_ ."r b _ MHz (Positive) Table IIIB
_ _., ___, c/ MHz (Negative) Table IIIB
Calculate maximum overall RF Output Power Stability (both positive and negative),
APov = zXPv + Z_T (Use worst-case _Pv and APt from 7.2 thru 7.6) + zXPH (from 7.22A) + zXPL(from 7.23A):
Maximum APov = "+. 55" dB (Positive) 1.0 dB





Accept V / Reject
Date
Date
[CODEIDENTNO. ] SIZE [ NUMBER ] REV [SHEET61 OF6856348 " A 1300823 B3





3 dB BANDWIDTH OF IF FILTERS
Channel No.
Specification (MHz)
















* Actual specifications for IF filters.
. i:_ i Z:_ _ :: , :x :: : i_
Channel 1 Bandpass Filter
IF Filter (S/N: 1331559-6, S/N: P232-002)
}. r ¸ _;:
4
/ i _ •
,i _::/: !:i-:i¸ : :: : • • : • : : : :i:•'::5: ::::i: ¸ ::L: ! : ! : •••: _: : /
QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT





{7} UPPER 3.0 dB BANDEDGE
{8} LOWER 3.0 dB BANDEDGE
{9} 3.0 dB RELATIVE BANDWIDTH
{10} ADD {7} AND {8} + 2 =
{10a} RECORD MEASURED TEMPERATURE












































MIN INSERTION LOSS FREQ "_MHz
MIN INSERTION LOSS PERFORMANCE -O,|(o dB
75% BW LOWER BANDEDGE FREQ [O,_J_ MHz
75% BW LOWER BANDEDGE I.L. PERF -O,_cl dB
75% BW UPPER BANDEDGE FREQ
75% BW UPPER BANDEDGE I.L PERF
PERFORMANCE DELTA
(I.L. @ {1 lb} -i.L. @ {1 la})
{1 le} PERFORMANCE DELTA O,7.._ dB






















_epared in accordance with MIL-STD-100
ONTRACT NO. I SIZE I CAGE CODE
I A I 57032











REF 0 dB !: -. 2813 dB
VZ. ;0_@ 0_0 MHz










-10C DATA I ,OpR:R. HOQ ATTDATE':Iz.sJ  

















-. 2E;1 3 dB







--:-: ?o .._'_..... -" dB
REFEREMCE MRRKER



























72'. !._Ot_ 0E8 MHz
3: "-:3. 2E8EJ dP,
¢-f
8 71 MHz





HF't.... r ,P...k._R PIqRAI'IE ,,--,'...-,
I




+15C DATA I l
oPR:R. HOOGATTDATEIIlz HC







[ ,H F..k.ER 2'
r.!_,RK E R 3
























































REF .@ dB I: -. 2817 dB
72. ;00 0_0 MHz
3:-3.2E18 ciB
,_R.7E_2 MHz
•"2h,-3. 2E 18 dE',
.'94. 824 MHz
tt














SERIAL NO. P232-002 i
+40C DATA I IOPR: R. HOGGATT DATE II &5 @C
......... .......... _nel















































i : :': ::" : : i : i ¸ : ::
APPENDIX F






{11f} RECORD PASS/FAIL (0.5 dB MAX)







REF {5A} FOR INSERTION LOSS @ Fc
-10oC +15°C +40°C
{12} WORST CASE REJECTION FROM
0.300 MHz TO 1.0 MHz
{13a} WORST CASE REJECTION FROM
153.75 MHz TO 1000.0 MHz
{13c} RECORD MEASURED TEMPERATURE
{14} ATTACH REJECTION PERFORMANCE
X-Y PLOT(S)


























NOTE IF TEST WITNESSED BY AESD: GSI:
***** END OF FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TEST ****
OUTLINE AND MOUNTING DIMENSIONS VERIFICATION








BETWEEN UPPER MOUNTING HOLES




I 3.2501 _.(zq _,
i _pared in accordance with MIL-STD-100
:i i NTRACTNO. I SIZE CAGE CODE
::::_ / AI 57032





CHZ S? 1 Io 9 MAG
V
10 dB/ REF 0 dB l: 0 dB














-10C DATA _51OPR: R. HOGGATT DATEI} _L
................... ,_n _ I




















































og MAG 10 dB/ REF 0 dB 1: 0 dB
i
I 0. !00 OLZO MH-
I
l /'RE F=I






















+ 15C DATA , , i

















































CH2 $21 log PIAG
V
-q




















+40C DATA IL5 l_i_OPR: R. HOGGATT DATE I














































APPENDIX F QUALIFICATION TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FILTER MODEL HL72.5-125-10SS1 SIN F:_z_3?__- c.x_7_.
AEROJET 1331559-6 REV.
BANDPASS CHARACTERISTICS MEASUREMENT
PER QTP PAPA 4.6
(REF: AE-24687, PAPA 4.8.2)
RECORD THE AMBIENT ROOM TEMPERATURE. _Z?.,_oc (+19°C TO +29.0°C)
{15} ATTACH PASSBAND PERFORMANCE X-Y PLOT /.( q )
{24} TEST POINT MATRIX
REF FREQ UNIT VALUE REF FREQ UNIT
F1 0.5 MHz -.(OZ.E_dB Fll (*) 80.0 MHz
F2 1.0 MHz -qq,(o dB F12 (*) 100.0 MHz
F3 5.0 MHz -30._ dB F13 120.0 MHz
F4 7.5 MHz - cl,'_ dB F14 130.0 MHz
F5 10.0 MHz -o,qq dB F15 135.0 MHz
F6 15.0 MHz -0,'30 dB F16 140.0 MHz
F7 25.0 MHz -0,7_7_dB F17 150.0 MHz
F8 (*) 45.0 MHz -0,1'_ dB F18 200.0 MHz
F9 (*) 65.0 MHz -O,Z_ dB F19 500.0 MHz
F10 72.5 MHz -O,&L dB F20 1000.0 MHz
TEST PERFORMED BY: "-'_. J-Io&_,_"iT'-
















BRIEF TEST DESCRIPTION: THE TESTS DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX F PAGE 10 THRU PAGE 13
ARE PERFORMED TO DOCUMENT THE FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF THE UNIT AT THE
CONCLUSION OF ALL ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING. THE TESTS ARE AS FOLLOWS AND IN ANY
SEQUENCE:
ii ,
a.) VSWR PER QTP PAPA 4.5.1.
b.) INSERTION LOSS PER QTP PAPA 4.5.2
c.) INSERTION LOSS VS TEMPERATURE PER QTP PARA 4.5.6.
d.) 3.0 dB BANDWIDTH PER QTP PARA 4.5.3.
e.) CENTER FREQUENCY (fc) PER QTP PAPA 4.5.7 (PART OF 3.0 dB B/W TEST)
f.) PASSBAND RIPPLE PER QTP PAPA 4.5.4 (PART OF INSERTION LOSS TEST).
g.) OUT-OF-BAND REJECTION PER QTP PAPA 4.5.5.
.=pared in accordance with MIL-STD-100
3NTRACT NO. I SiZE I CAGE CODE
/ A I 57032














45. _18Ell 0i8 MHz
-'P.:' -. 25_6 d B
I;:3 -. 31 ,_ dB










START :qRF1 RglR biN,--
HARKER FHF,..MI1EI_, ......



















































Channel 2 Bandpass Filter
IF Filter (S/N: 1331559-3, S/N: P229-005)
•,i I
'. i: .• :
" L : : ii ¸
5: • •
APPENDIX C ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FILTER MODEL J_LL50-80-10SS1 S/N t'37_7_c_- OO_





{7} UPPER 3.0 dB BANDEDGE
{8} LOWER 3.0 dB BANDEDGE
{9} 3.0 dB RELATIVE BANDWIDTH
{10} ADD {7} AND {8} + 2 =
{10a} RECORD MEASURED TEMPERATURE







































{11a} MIN INSERTION LOSS FREQ
-10°C
Z3, _,G MHz
MIN INSERTION LOSS PERFORMANCE - O, If....dB
i O.£ff MHz





{11b} 75% BW LOWER BANDEDGE FREQ
75% BW LOWER BANDEDGE I.L PERF
{11c} 75% BW UPPER BANDEDGE FREQ
75% BW UPPER BANDEDGE I.L. PERF
{11d} PERFORMANCE DELTA
(I.L. @ {11b}-I.L @ {11a})
{11e} PERFORMANCE DELTA












•- O, l-1 dB
1.0,-/5 MHz
-0,(10 dB




• repared in accordance with MIL-STD-100
:ONTRACT NO.
• I SIZE I CAGE CODE
: I A I 57032






CHZ $21 log MRG 1 dB/ REF 0 dB i:-.2380 dR
II I 1 $0._00 0_0 MH_
r-- ___V____.___ 3:
-3. 2261 d£8. VE3 PlHz
"--"----'-'-'-'-"""'N 3 "2.'5_-












-10C DATA I |
OPR:R. HOaQATT DATE.

































-14 dB -3 dB
-3 cIB -_ dB
OFF OFF
OFF OFF
CH2 S21 log MflG 1 dB/ REF 0 dB
1
l: - - 2471 rib
S0._.i00 8;_0 MHz
3 -3. 2"72 dE
8. 772 MHz
4:_3 2-172 dB





MRRKER PF_R F_r'IE ......




+ 15 C DATA I 1
OPR:R. HOCGATTDATE'tlz I  
..................... ,qnm_l





















































CH?:_$21 o9 r'IRG 1 dB/ REF 0 dB ±:-.21:322 dB
50. )00 0E0 MHz
1
,
3: -3. 26'22 dE
8. 7E8 MHz:x-:-3 2E22 ,:tE










OPR: R. HOGGATT DATEII 6q&
?
MP,RKER 1
. J .?flRRKER _.











































::i : :: : : :; / : ' : : : : ::: _! !:.:': i :i :: ¸ : ::: :i : /: : ::i: • . :
APPENDIX C ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FILTER MODEL HL50-80-10SS1 S/N /_'?-"Z..°l -GO%
AEROJET 1331559-3 REV.
PASSBAND RIPPLE (CON'T)
{11f} RECORD PASS/FAIL (0.5 dB MAX)







REF {5A} FOR INSERTION LOSS @ Fc
-10°C +15°C +40°C
{12} WORST CASE REJECTION FROM
0.300 MHz TO 1.0 MHz
>1OO dB
(40.0 dB MIN)
{13a} WORST CASE REJECTION FROM
102.0 MHz TO 1000.0 MHz
- 5q,'Z dB
(40.0 dB MIN)
{13c} RECORD MEASURED TEMPERATURE
{14} ATTACH REJECTION PERFORMANCE
- !$, 5 oc
(-15.0 TO -10.0)
X-Y PLOT(S)
TEST PERFORMED BY'_, _o_ ,_A'T4_ DATE
__J(q)
tl!'zc[, c
NOTE IF TEST WITNESSED BY AESD: GSI:
***** END OF FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE TEST ****
OUTLINE AND MOUNTING DIMENSIONS VERIFICATION






















BETWEEN UPPER MOUNTING HOLES
BETWEEN LOWER MOUNTING HOLES
3.50 + .03 _ _ _-
0.125 + .010 /'_'_
I 3.2501 3. ,_;:_C,
I 3-2501
'Prepared in accordance with MIL-STD-100
CONTRACT NO. I SIZE J CAGE CODE
: // A I 57032
:: DADEN-ANTHOIYY ASS OCIA TES INC, I FILE:ACAD/63/0502APCJ.DOC
I
DWG. NO. I REV.
63-0005-02 I J
SHEET 14
















OPR: R. HOGGATT DATE I|IZG_q_
,_ii,__,,,,_-, .L I - -._.,, ,_1rl rl __ I
















































o 9 MAG 10 dB/ REF 0 dB I: 0 dB
_3._08 8_0 MHz
-.",REF=1








.380 008 PIHz STOP 1 000.008 000 MHz
FINAL FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE
REJECTION PERFORMANCE
OPR: R. HOGGATT DATE II &_ _

















































log MAG 18 dB/ REF 0 dB ±-" 0 d B
8._iGJB 0_8 MHz
z!REF=I












+40C DATA I IOPR: R. HOGGATT DATE II7/0_(_















































tAPPENDIX C ACCEPTANCE TEST REPORT
BANDPASS FILTER MODEL HL50-80-10SS1 S/N [___-/_9-_%
AEROJET 1331559-3 REV.
BANDPASS CHARACTERISTICS MEASUREMENT
PER ATP PARA 4.6
(REF: AE-24687, PARA 4.8.2)
RECORD THE AMBIENT ROOM TEMPERATURE.423,'5 °C (+19°C TO +29.0°C)
{15} A'FTACH PASSBAND PERFORMANCE X-Y PLOT v/_(_/)
{24} TEST POINT MATRIX
REF FREQ UNIT VALUE REF FREQ UNIT VALUE
F1 0.5 MHz -100,qdB Fll (*) 60.0 MHz -O,'_2dB
F2 1.0 MHz -_Z,'_dB F12 (*) 70.0 MHz -O,'_9 dB
F3 5.0 MHz - 30,Z.dB F13 80.0 MHz -0,59 dB
F4 7.5 MHz -q.q_' dB F14 85.0 MHz -O._,5 dB
F5 10.0 MHz - I.ZO dB F15 90.0 MHz -5,-/"/ dB
F6 15.0 MHz -O,'Z5 dB F16 100.0 MHz -qq, q dB
F7 20.0 MHz -O, lff dB F17 200.0 MHz "_l,q dB
F8 (*) 30.0 MHz -O,15 dB F18 300.0 MHz -IO'_,0dB
F9 (*) 40.0 MHz -O,LI dB F19 500.0 MHz -IO3,&dB
F10 50.0 MHz -O,'Lq dB F20 1000.0 MHz -IOl,& dB
• O TENOTE IF TEST WITNESSED BY AESD GSI




BRIEF TEST DESCRIPTION: THE TESTS DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX C PAGE 10 THRU PAGE 13
ARE PERFORMED TO DOCUMENT THE FUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE OF THE UNIT AT THE
CONCLUSION OF ALL ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING. THE TESTS ARE AS FOLLOWS AND IN ANY
SEQUENCE:
a.) VSWR PER ATP PARA4.5.1.
b.) INSERTION LOSS PER ATP PARA 4.5.2
c.) INSERTION LOSS VS TEMPERATURE PER ATP PAPA 4.5.6.
d.) 3.0 dB BANDWIDTH PER ATP PARA 4.5.3.
e.) CENTER FREQUENCY (fc) PER ATP PARA 4.5.7 (PART OF 3.0 dB BAN TEST)
f.) PASSBAND RIPPLE PER ATP PARA 4.5.4 (PART OF INSERTION LOSS TEST).
g.) OUT-OF-BAND REJECTION PER ATP PARA 4.5.5.
'_ared in accordance with MIL-STD-100
CONTRACT NO.
' DADEN-ANTHONYASSOCIA TES INC t










































































GAIN STABILITY AND GAIN COMPRESSION
FOR
MIXER/IF AMPLIFIERS











Mixer/Amplifier (P/N: 1331562-11, S/N: 7A21)
_ _i:ii_ _i_
ii_':i ¸ i k
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 6. AMPLIFIER TESTS
2*










GAIN VERSUS VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY TEST: A TP PARAGRAPH 5.1.4
AMPLIFIER GAIN SPEC.
VOLTAGE READING (dBm) AG/AV AG/AV ACC tLEJ
q, 9_ 70,77 ._.o 2.0
I o.OO "71,05
lO,b_ 71, t 3
AC_w= o,/g dB
PART NO. 1331562-tl t_ SPACEK QA
SERNO.  -A:Zl
TESTED BY: "_?_
END DATE: _- _" _


















i i . , i
: '_ i i 1
- • ._> -. _ • _ .% . "
.e, g - 5 - _ oJ,_Cl
I "-<.0'z.'" 'oN l_!._oS
I / - z99ze-_ "oN lopo_
_ozz _ d_oj_ qurv
ut. ©  o I[dmv
T .,.?, .......... i ........ ,,_ .................. .3 ...........
.......*,...........4 ....! ........................i ! : ........., .......] ! v : i
i I I z[ ! i _ _. "Z, _ oo'a ' F,
• i i :' ............................. ,............ i........... i............ -.............. i.....................................
......................... i i
r : j _ i i •
, I i ' ' ', I
i i '
I i _ .............. _ i ' i i ! L.....
............L ................... l..................i ........................." ...........! ...........................................i" .: ...........................!........................•......... I
' ' ' '!! i i _ .' i ' I _ ]
TEST DATA SHEET NO. 7. AMPLIFIER TESTS










GT4 7 O, (>:-//
AGIAT SPEC ACC
* 0. z:::_Z










GTi - GTi +1
AG/AT ............ i= 1,2,3,4 AG-r - O. _'_--dB
Ti - Ti÷l




END DATE: 6- 5-9_








212 E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
Ce-M
: e4_s0- 12 57__









I _ t' i 1 i i L i : _ ! ! ti , . i _ _ . , i
o
! I I i
, i i _ ' , I
t : ,_ I I
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I t! / i I • I 1 i ' _ ! ! ! I
! i : i ! t i i • I
..... I....... _........1..........v..........-i......."'--i .................."-,-....... :........ .:-.........._.........,<............_........ !............, .................L-.... -.4...... ,._.1__.
I ' 1 i I _ ; i ! ! - / i
! ; , ! : i i " : , I I
.................................. .............. 1............................. ! ............. 1............................. _............................... ." ............................. 4............................... ; ............... , ........................................... _---i----
f R I ! ' ! !I
t ' i '! , I , , I : , /I
• i I .... : : I#.,'% t_
t_7 I i ! _ _ _ , '_ i , i , i i.
....... ' .................... , '"-- "1.............................. _ ........ . _ ........... _-.- ! _
I _ _ ! 't i I I.
'1 " _ I : i i ' ; I _ I
, f !1 I , I ,i i i 1 I#_
..... #....................... #.............4.......... -_............-I.............._ .............; .................... =.-_ ......._..............". _ ............f...........-..... --L_L..
I _ ! , _ _',_'4 _
! i l i _ ; , ii ' t : ' i _ i , i : ' , ' I i I
................................................. ' ............................................................................ :.................................. _ ................. I ...... _.......... " .......... : ....... !.-...I .....
• i e ,
,'l] ! ...... -_ __
n I l I : : . -, : , i !
' j ; I i , ' , : , _ . '.. • i
.............l ................'....................................} .............. ' _ : ..............i........(......i...............- .............._ ............_' _.'.. ....._...... _ _ _.1.IL- I ' I _ l i + -: ' ' + ! ! + i i -'i-.-. ]
! I I , , ' _ '
..... ,+....... "1.... ,........ f..........._ - _ .....
' _. i i - i ____ ' : :. '. I /
' i . i f _ ! _ i ! i i
I i ': i i _ { i _ ' ', _ ; I I
.............. I. ......................................... _.............. i............... _................. i....................... "_...... , . 1 - '_ t
' _ ; : i ' ' I : "
I i I ' _ ! .... i !
TEST DATA StZEET NO. 8. AMPLIFIER TESTS
OUTPUT 1.0 dB COMPRESSION POINT TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.1.6
DASH #





X X XX XX X X 100
X 150


















AMPLIFIER NOISE FIGURE AND TOTAL POWER TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.1. 7
DATE: & -if- _?oC/AMBIENT ROOM TEMPERATURE °C: 2- _ o
AMPLIFIER AMPLIFW.R
OUTPUT OUTPUT AMPLIFIER
POWER POWER Y FACTOR NOISE
AMBIENT (dBm) (-77 K)(dBm) (dB) FIGURE (dB)
- ZZ, Z- - z_z,¢ 3, c /,/
Above data taken with Daden filter attached (except -19).
Intermediate test results for information only




END DATE: (9 - ff -c_:'




&ZT._ 7 i ,_.,-" ]
FAILURE ANALYSIS NO.
Spacek Labs, Inc. "
212 E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
TEST DATA S]KEET NO. 13. lYIIXER-ABIPLIFI:ER ASSEMBLY TESTS
NOISE FIGURE, TOTAL POWER AND CURRENT VS. TEMPERATURE TEST:
A TP PARA 5.4.8.




HUT POWER POWER Y
TEMP _ (AMBIENT) (77 DEC K) FACTOR














Noise figure change _), I dB Spec is .SdB peak to peak on -20 ACC _J_ ]I
NOTE: Above data to be taken with the Daden filter, except on the -19 unit.
REJ
REJ
NEAT-NOISE POWER STABILITY TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.4.9
Date: (_Zg-_9 /Ambient Room Temperature °C: ,,_ _/
Attach computer generated NEAT spreadsheet to this test data sheet.
Record the calculated NosfIQ from spreadsheet data: ,0. O ,,_c//
Record Nps(K) O. 0"7- for dash number from Aerojet specification AE-24869, Table _ I j
Accept units if calculated Nps(K) is less thfin or equal _to specified Nps(I(), otherwise reject.
."
5ATE¢  _
P TNO. :331562-IIS SPACF.KQA
/.
SERNO. ?A ). I TEST FAILURE:
TESTED BY: FAILURE ANALYSIS NO.
END DATE: D" _ 4"_'
END TIME: 1_o_
Spacek Labs, Inc.
212 E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101









Vertical Scale : _ dB/div.
'90 _z/mv.. .
10 Khz """. ::.
• ,, ...'-.
3 sec/_v_: ".', :.<
Channel 2 Mixer/Amplifier
Mixer/Amplifier (P/N: 1331562-12, S/N: 7A12)
TEST DATA SI:FEET NO. 6. AMPLIFIER TESTS
.$.




0,,_ c, o. 5- !
REJ




{o. oo _o _ /
q,q6 _ O, S7---
AC-v = O. iS dB
SPEC.
AGIaV AGIaV ACC REI
DATE ACC REJ
PAKT NO. 1331562- )Z._
0,4
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TEST DATA SHEET NO. 7. AMPLIFIER TESTS





Relative Gain AG/AT SPEC
GT1 7-0,3,t
_* O. OIE 0"035dB/°C
GT2 _cO, 5"5- _
* d'). O _@5" 0-020dB/°C









* Perform the following calculations and record on the TDS
_t - _+1
AG/AT ............ i= 1;,3,a ACT =
Ti - Ti+!
AG'rorAL= AGv + ACrr + 0.4 = /, ff'.Z dB Spec 1.4dB
_O__,_LF_____
ACC




SER NO. "9¢-A12_ TEST FAILURE:
TESTED BY:
END DATE:
END TIME: ct:ao'-F_ ..-
FAILUR.E ANALYSIS NO.
Spacek Labs, Inc.
212 E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
EoO

























TEST DATA SFFEET NO. 8. AMPLIFIER TESTS




11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 FREQ.
(MHz)
XX XX XX XX 10
X 2O
X X 50
X X XX XX X X 100
X 150










at+l 0(dBm) PT.(dBm) ,t_CC'_REI
: i,o
:°
AMPLIFIER NOISE FIGURE AND TOTAL POWER TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.1. 7
DATE: q-2o,7_ .AMBmNTROOM TEMlPERATURE °C: 2 3
AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT OUTPUT
POWER VOWER Y FACTOR






Above data taken with Daden filter attached (except -19).
_-y.













212 E. Gutierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
54
TEST DATA SFfEET NO. 13. MIXER-AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY TESTS
NOISE FIGURE, TOTAL POWER AND CURRENT VS. TEMPERATURE TEST:
A TP PARA 5.4.8.
DATE: [-_"_g AMBIENT ROOM TEMPERATURE °c:tt "2_ 2--
,$,
NIIXER- MIXER- SPEC.
AMP. AMP. MIXER- lv[IXER-
OUTPUT OUTPUT AMP. AMP.
UUT POWER POWER Y NOISE NOISE
"I'EMP UUT (AMBIENT) (77 DEG K) FACTOR FIGURE FIGURE
oc. CURRENT (aBm) (dBm) CaB) (aB) (dB) A__C
+ _" q,q.,q -_o',_ -)_.5-,_5ff z,(5"- 2,'_ 7,z_ -_._;;
q_,o -._-_.qo+ _" -z_mo z,to _,c t 7,-z. ...!, "_)
" "_'# i ,
+qo qY, f . -;2.j,so -z_c,,o 2,_o z,q _,.z.'. __)_
Noise figure change _ i dB Spec is .5dB peak to peak on-20 b/_.. AC_ REJ
NOTE: Above data tobe taken with the Daden filter, except on the -19 unit. "_
REJ
NEAT-NOISE POWER STABILITY TEST: ATP PARAGRAPH 5.4.9
Date: /--/Y-_ff :Ambient Room Temperature °C" 2.5
Attach computer generated NEAT spreadsheet to this test data sheet.
Record the calculated NpsfK) from spreadsheet data: 01 0ff_-
Record Nps{K) O, 0_" for dash number from Aerojet specification AE-24869, Table II.
Accept units if calculated Nps(K) is less than or equal to specified Nps('K), otherwise reject.












END DATE: I- I °i- ? g
END TIME: q'_O _¢_
f|
Spacek Labs, Inc.
212 E. Gtitierrez St.
Santa Barbara,CA,93101
,i
5.4.14 Noise Power Profile
Model No. : 1331562-/_
Serial_o.: g_/9_















i_ii? i TEST DATA
FOR
AMSU-A2 (P/N: 1356441-1, S/N: F02)
iii i, :_
/,_:i/_:












* Specification in vacuum condition.
























Baseplate Temperature (Ts), _ 3, _ °C
Pde(mW)
Required Pass/












Pass = P, Fail = F
PartNo.:
Serial No.:







aasuJ 13 " EI_ dMS ZH_ D¢1I; M_IA ZH>l DE; M_ S_-]_











L [ " I l
F....................................f _.................., _ ....................._ T _,/
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i i ' _ I
i i i f I i
i ! i '
• i ,i , i
t [ F.........................................=--÷ ................................+...........';







c/-/_a , 4. _. ,,cA'E_uE,v<?






.- _ [_ . L
FUR-REFERENCEONLY
, _/,,j .,.fo,,l,) ,"4KR 3¢ .39e 7_e ISHz
HAHF'1OI',IZC 8 --68.5B EIBrrl
. .....................-' .....................t ................................... I....................................... I.................................. I !
- !
...............: ...............- ......... ..................._L...................................................................................
, . ]
{ i ; i "
, ' i ; i I ' i
CENTEF_ _
_ t " ' 1 i
........... 4-................................... . .... + .............._............. _................. _-_....................................; d..................................
l'-IZ ' _ J
, : j ' ! i
j , . :
.................................................................... J................... ,_....................... L........................... ;......................................... __:................
] f t
' _ l ,J i
,.-7...................... :"........................................................ ?................... _................................................ ] ................... ":......................... I.........................
; t j "_
, j
! } i i _ ;
..............................................................................'..................._ ........................................!.....................J ...................i .......... ;]
i I ' l
I 1 _ ,
, ; , /I _ {
......................................,_ .............,+ I .......-/--I ............................_ ......_- .............-. _
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¢ I _ : .
I......................._ .....i... .....i .........t ...........,k ...............................I................_k ,,
23::L. 39(3 72 GH:,-'. SPAN 2. 121121MHz
RES BW 30 kHz VBW :tBl3 kHz £WP 28.13 msec
S_.._ET 0F_
TEST DATA SHEET 6


















PartNo.: _ _'4 _ ? /
SerialNo.: Fo._-



















Test Engineer: _' _'_





. ,. , .
................" __E'F,T _0F__
TEST DATA SHEET 9 I;',T .NO. \ _ 6(-__
k
Bandpass Characteristics Test Data (Paragraph 5.5.3) (A2)
















Baseplate Temperature (TB) _?,2. ;if" *C
• . . . • . .
: . • ... ..
' 3 dB BW.FrequencY • 3 dB BW Frequency . Pass/











40 dB BW Frequency
(MHz)
•Lower Hi_lher







• . , .° • "..-.,_ , . 7





TEST DATA SHEET 9 P.:',_' " NO. \ "_ 6_,,







t.ft. _ Baseplate Temperature ('I's).: _ _ °C .....=
• Si_ature
. 3 dB BW Frequency 3 dB BW Frequency I Pass/ I
Channel VbOD Ib(mA) (MHz) (MHz) " , I Fail/
:2 /o.,_.z/28._
8.4 88.8. 90 8o.,_ p


























































IZI" _q]; dMS ZH DE NE!A zI.HH I; M_
NVdS ZHN
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l _ ............. L_............... _ ............................ J............ j ....................
i l i i : i
L ]...........,........................[ i !
ZHi,4 El" IB'IEI 1:gNN gp_" "_'Q.Y : ,'v/9 /l_, _@_' _' " 0/9 &6/g'/_e
un_
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RES BW 30 kH::
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Baseplate Temperature (TB) ,2,9. 5" oC
. "" . . -.



















c_ __, .,,/¢ /.../ • Test Engineer: " _"_"_
 o,o:
AF_26002/6A
• 15 Sop 97
•" : v,_. _O._
TEST DATA SKEET 12(Sh_t a'of
NoLleFigureandNoisePower StabilityTestData(Paragraph3.5.4)(A2). "
Test Setup Verifie, di 2:1)_ .... Baseplate Temperature (Tu) __°C,
..... Sig nature ..... _-














• :(-i:._soo . i • .':. ....











.. • -Pass=P, .Fail=F .i
(.t_
NN
Test En,=_neer! < i ::......"
: ii_ ,




6MSU-A2, CHI, S/N: F02, NF _ NPS TEST DATA, 718198






























































































CH. 1 ,12B.8 MHz MHz
NOISE FIGURE AVERAGE (dB) = 3,95508741514
NOISE POWER STABILITY (K) = .0504102583209
NOISE POWER STABILITY DELTA (K) = ,09095184015t
NPS_MAX (K) = ,110409143024 NPS_MIN (K) =













• • :i - : i ¸¸¸:¸ • •: • • / - • L ; : • :
_j_7_ AE'2600ZtdA15 Sep 97
0 Sheet _ h354 /_TEST DATA SHEET 1 ( o - " "--"-"
Noise Fig_tre and Noise Power Stability Test Data (Par _ p . . ) (..M--}')_ ",-
If
i __!:i :











IF Amps All "
















-L c,oN .oz, o2_¢.[
-I,cb_ • coc._z&
-/.cv¢, - coo ,_.,/_
-L _o [.. .zg,>_.Z_7
-/.069 . o,)_Z:_
_i.eo 7 .oo047.2

















"-/_4.0 = 7376" . _'oo Zc#".v-
PartNo.:
Serial No.: ,%"
/ 3s-i _/_1- !
--f-gf-T7_ Z7,'9 _,/,_/#"





TEST DATA SFfEET 12 (Sheet ;rof 3-)
Noise Figure and Noise Power Stability Test Data (Paragraph 3.5.4) (A2)
Test Setup Verified:
Signature "-/


















Pass/Fail (Max) Measured Average _'_.='-_'..*,"NE_,_zi_• ._ . ._ Delta Pass/Fall
,;o/
__\ / >,o-_
_'_ " _"q% 7










Pass = P, Fail = F
,Part No.:
' 'Serial No.:





TEST DATA SHEET 10 (Sheet4" of_ _ 2


























: g _4_7 .ooozCZ
"7g74gl .Doo2_zl "
-ff74 $ 7 -ooo_g
_. ;?74 g3 .ooo;Z 59












"7,_go992, :, o_o 3d_7
c E/_72./ .zx_o_X
"Z£/,,g.e., ._ooz_.
":.ff&7/ _" .ooo 392
/O.o /A//A_v/__A"° " '._
Part No.:
Serial No.:
# _ zC q' 7 /
Fob. Quality Assurance: _ ::;
_HBEI' ___0_
TEST DATA SHEET 12, (Sheet_of 3)
Noise Figure and Noise Power Stability Test Data (Paragraph 3.5.4) (A2)
AE-26002/6A
15Sep97
' , ' t
Signature
Baseplate Temperature('re) 24. _ °C
NF (dB)
Channel Required Required

















_..o<_ _. o_'8 p










AMSU-A2, S/N: F@2, CH2, NF & NPS TEST DATA 813198
SEQ TEMP TEST TEST TEMP
1 WARM TEST 295.SS
2 COLD TEST 78.IS
3 WARM TEST 295.85
4 COLD TEST 79.15
S WARM TEST 295.65
6 COLD TEST 79.15
7 WARM TEST 295.66
8 COLD TEST 79.15
S WARM TEST 295.65
10 COLD TEST 79.15
II WARM TEST 295.65
12 gOLD TEST ,7_.IS
13 WARM TEST ..295.65
14 COLD TEST 79.15
15 WARM TEST 295.85
16 COLD TEST 79.15
17 WARM TEST 295.66
18 COLD TEST 79.15
19 WARM TEST 295.65






















































CH. 2 ,80.4 MHz MHz
NOISE FIGURE AVERACE (dB) = 3.25013483616
NOISE POWER STABILITY (K) = .0533536319268
NOISE POWER STABILITY DELTA (K) = .857617642447
NPS_MAX (K) = ,0902029877624 NPS_MIN (K) =















TEST DATA SHEET 18"
Temperature Sensor and Thermistor Test Data (Paragraph 3.6.I) (A2)
AE-26002/6A
15Sep 97
Test SetupVerified:. (',f.. _ Baseplate Temperature (TB) _,2. __, oC
Signature
Reference Designation ....... SPecification '
• RT 12 ........ 2200-,- 100 f2 . ...
• RT19 ._.2200±100Q ..
RT 20 2200 ± 100 f",.
• RT 13 2200 ± 100 .Q
RT 14 2200 ± 100 .Q
: RT 17 2200 ± 100
- TB 58 3000 _ 100 f_
TB 59 3000 ± 100 _2
TB 53 4.1 - 4.6 V
........ :: ::....:..........
Measured Value .:::.:._ • . ";Pa_ail
/ .7 _ ...... a -p_-.
2/7,0 a .........p .
•" 2/70 _ "-" P
•2./7/ _ p
z/7/ ...... _ " p
•- 3b_ _ ...... -p
•. ,.lao_ ..n........p
..v...........p
-- ....Pass = P, " Fail = F







............ "..... " ' " St]FEE ,,----
• .. - ,
: " TEST DATA MET 22 "




?¢"?Si__¢ -- • Basoplate Tempcratt_e (TB),,=_ _t fl, °C




: : -_i-: .... ÷!_Open Switch ..... :






50 -65 _ >.....






Pass = P, Fail = F
PartNo.: / 55-£ 4///- /
Serial No.: ,P-b,2. ....
Test Engineer:, _'_" _-__ "









BaseplateTemperatm-c(TB) ,,_' _" °C .......
.. Reference. Designation _ Specification :: - Measured Value (3/)
Mixer/IF AMP Ch 1.2 +10_+0.1 : /O. O _'
=.-. DRO Ch I +10_+0.1 [D- _ / V'
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